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“I’m afraid that my children are 
not bored enough! It is good to be 
bored because that’s the moment 

when you look at small stones, a 

tree — whatever is around you — 

and it becomes emotional.”

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
Atavistic Inspiration
as told to
catherine shaw

DESIGNERS / IN CONVERSATION

French designer Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance recently created his first 
collection of rugs — Raw — with Tai Ping. The inaugural exhibition of 
11 hand-tufted rugs, created in collaboration with exhibition designer 
Clémence Farrell, transformed Tai Ping’s new Milan showroom into 
an immersive sensory experience reminiscent of a mineralogy museum. 
Duchaufour-Lawrance spoke to us about his lifelong fascination with 
rocks and why he believes boredom is essential for creativity

design anthology: Your rugs appear as if they’ve been 
carved from stone. How challenging was it to translate 
your concept into luxury materials such as wool and 
delicate silk without losing the sense of texture?

noé duchaufour-lawrance: I always start my designs 
by sketching, and the team at Tai Ping really respected 
the drawing for what it was, retaining the spirit of the 
drawing so that the rug exists as an object on its own. 

So you don’t use a computer to design?

No, I never sit down at a computer to design. Never. I 
use my computer to email and to correct images that I 
receive later on, but even my architectural projects start 
with a sketch and then 3D computer work is added 
afterward.

Do you start with an image already clearly defined in 
your mind or does sketching allow you to explore an 
idea?

With this project it was about exploring ideas. I didn’t 
know the exact technique that I would use — I used 
stencils and tried a lot of different papers — but my 
inspiration is quite basic because I always refer to human 
interaction with nature. I have always been like that.

You sound like you’re more a frustrated geologist than 
designer at heart.

Yes, I probably am. And I’m also a frustrated woodworker 
and farmer. The earth is pure and simple, and I love being 
connected with it. I grew up in Brittany and was always 
very close to nature. We lived in a small village where 
there was nothing else to do other than ride my bicycle 
and go to the beach. We didn’t have a television. Even 
when it was raining I wanted to go outside because the 
house was boring.

Boredom can be a very powerful incentive to be creative.

Yes! I’m afraid that my children are not bored enough! 
It is good to be bored because that’s the moment when 

you look at small stones, a tree — whatever is around 
you — and it becomes emotional. This relationship with 
what’s around me is super instinctive for me. Humans 
have always tried to understand where we are and how to 
connect with nature and most people think they can take 
the lead over nature, but I think we have to be humble 
and respectful.

Was it your intention to bring a sense of nature inside?

That is exactly what I’m doing. I often say that the 
Japanese are the ones who understand this especially 
well with their internal garden or niwa. For me, it’s about 
bringing nature inside and trying to create a connection 
that we’ve lost with earth. This collection comes back to 
the roots of creation because the first thing people did 
was to draw and work with stones, so it’s like the first 
human creations, scratching on a rock.

The rugs don’t just reflect the materiality of a rock but 
also take on the silhouette — what was your thinking 
behind this shape?

I didn’t want a picture of a rug interpreted in a carpet. I 
was also thinking about drawings I’d seen that were an 
interpretation of ancient drawings of stones. Each rug 
has a different identity and different way of interpreting 
stone.

Is there one in particular that speaks to you?

Taramsa I, in white, really expresses everything that I 
like about stones because there’s a natural imperfection 
in its sensibility. The cracks remind me of wabi-sabi in 
ceramics. That’s the one that really speaks to me the 
most. 

And what of the space? Your rugs are the first to be 
shown in Tai Ping’s new showroom. 

My biggest surprise was when I saw them on the wall. I 
thought, ‘Wow! They don’t have to be on the floor!’ It’s 
not that the rug is a piece of art, but shown like this it 
feels more expressive, like a tapestry. I also like the two 
pieces shown in the outdoor windows on either side of 
the entrance door. It’s really amazing to see the dialogue 
between them.
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